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Abstract. Today the application of multimodal biometric systems is a
common way to overcome the problems, which come with unimodal sys-
tems, such as noisy data, attacks, overlapping of similarities, and non-
universality of biometric characteristics. In order to fuse multiple iden-
tification sources simultaneously, fusion strategies can be applied on dif-
ferent levels. This paper presents a theoretical concept of a methodology
to improve those fusions and strategies independently of their applica-
tion levels. By extracting and merging certain semantic information and
integrating it as additional knowledge (e.g. metadata) into the process
the fusion can be potentially improved. Thus, discrepancies and irregu-
larities of one biometric trait can be verified by another one and signal
errors can be identified and corrected.
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1 Motivation

Biometrics offers evidently promising techniques in order to determine an indi-
vidual’s identity and authorize an individual in time and location independent
communication systems. Biometric systems consider different biological charac-
teristics, also known as traits [1], [2], which identify an individual’s uniqueness.
Unimodal biometric systems, which consider only one source of information to
authenticate an individual, are established in common applications. However,
unimodal systems are associated with several problems: background noise, at-
tacks, overlapping of similarities, and non-universality of biometric characteris-
tics [1]. Hence, the development of multimodal biometric systems, which consider
multiple sources of information, is a major focus of recent research.

A biometric modality contains several aspects, and can be formally repre-
sented as

m = {se, bt, rp, ins, sa} (1)

where se = sensor, bt = biometric trait, rp = representation, ins = instance and
sa = particular sample. Fusion strategies are applied in order to increase the



performance of the authentication. As described in [1] and formalized in section
2, a fusion can be applied on different levels in a biometric authentication system
while varying aspects are considered.

In this paper we present a theoretical methodology to further improve fusion
strategies for biometric user authentication. Our approach, as presented in de-
tail in section 3 and 4, is a basic concept to classify certain information features
within different levels, differentiated in syntax and semantics. The model’s prior-
ity is integrating semantic aspects in fusion strategies to detect earlier occurred
discrepancies and irregularities. This model provides an approach to evaluate
the correctness of one particular biometric system and to verify the occurrence
of signal errors. Furthermore, extracting certain semantic information and inte-
grating it as additional knowledge (e.g. metadata [3], [4], [5], [6]) into the process,
the fusion accuracy may be improved.

Further, our model enables to analyze and improve the performance of an
online synchronization of two parallel biometric systems by merging semantic
features of two biometric systems as demonstrated in section 4. Thus, the au-
thenticity of a person can be verified with a higher level of security. Attacks can
be more reliably detected. This online synchronization is becoming increasingly
important regarding for example the security of automobiles. Here, more than
one biometric capturing sensor should be applied for authentication due to many
factors such as noise, dirt, different cultural, ethnical and conditional background
of frequently changing persons [6], etc. are impacting the signals. Our concept
implies a scalable methodology which can be applied for any media or biometric
system, and whose practical evaluation is subject of ongoing research.

2 Fusion Strategies for Biometric User Authentication

Multimodal biometric systems join several biometric subsystems for different
modalities (e.g. voice and handwriting [7]). There are different strategies such
as [2] and [8] when, how, and where to apply a fusion in order to increase
the performance of a biometric user authentication process in a multimodal
biometric system, also known as a multibiometric system. Basically three fusion
levels can be applied: feature level, matching score level or decision level [2]. In
addition to these three fusion levels, two fusion levels, sensor level and rank level
have been introduced by [9] and [10], as it is shown in Fig. 1.

A fusion on sensor level indicates that biometric raw data captured by differ-
ent sensors are consolidated to generate new raw data. Given a set of k different
biometric modalities {m1, ...,mk}, a fusion function FU on sensor level sl can
be formally represented as

FUsl(m1, ...,mk) = rdm1 � . . . � rdmk
; k ∈ N (2)

where rd stands for raw data. The result type of the fusion function FUsl

and the generic fusion operator � for the sensor level depends on the specific
modality and sensor, and can for example be a digital image representation.



Fig. 1. Overview of 5 different fusion levels FUsl, FUfl, FUml, FUrl, FUdl and the
respective generic fusion symbols

If a fusion is placed on feature level, joint feature vectors will be compared
with feature vectors stored in a reference database. During this process vectors
can also be weighted. Given a set of k different biometric modalities {m1, ...,mk},
the fusion FU function on feature level fl can be formally represented as

FUfl(m1, ...,mk) =
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k, l ∈ N, w = [0, 1], w ∈ R

where fv is a specific extracted feature of a modality, w is applied as a weight
quantifier, l is the number of extracted features and determines the dimension
of each feature vector. For simplification all feature vectors have the same di-
mension. The generic fusion operator for the feature extraction level � may be
represented for example by concatenation of feature vectors as a fusion option
and the result type of the fusion function FUfl and the generic fusion operator
� for the feature level is a new feature vector.

A fusion on matching score level implies a consolidation of matching scores
gained from separate comparisons of reference data and test data for each modal-
ity. Additionally, matching scores can be weighted. Given a set of k different
biometric modalities {m1, ...,mk}, the fusion FU on matching score level ml
can be formally represented as

FUml(m1, ...,mk) = sm1wm1 © . . .© smk
wmk

(4)

k ∈ N, w = [0, 1]

where w denotes a quantifier. The generic fusion operator for the matching
level © may be represented by mathematical operations such as SUM, MULT,
MEAN, or MEDIAN; the result type of the fusion function FUml and the generic
fusion operator © for the matching score level may be a scalar value.

Following [9], a fusion, which is applied at ranking level, includes the consoli-
dation of the multiple ranks associated with an identity into a new rank the final
decision can rely on. Given a set of k different biometric modalities {m1, ...,mk},
the fusion FU on rank level rl can be formally represented as



FUrl(m1, ...,mk) = ruxm1
4 . . .4 ruxmk

(5)

x = 1, ..., n; k, n ∈ N

where x indicates arbitrary user u for whose the rankings of each k modality
are consolidated. As a result type of the fusion function FUrl and the generic
fusion operator 4 for the rank level, a new ranking list will impact the decision
about the identity of an user.

In case a fusion is applied on decision level, each biometric subsystem draws
a completely autonomous decision. The multimodal decision combines each of
these individual decisions by boolean operations. Given a set of k different bio-
metric modalities {m1, ...,mk}, the fusion FU on decision level dl can be formally
represented as

FUdl(m1, ...,mk) = dm1 • . . . • dmk
; k ∈ N, d = 0, 1 (6)

The generic fusion operator for the decision level • may be represented for
example by conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨, or XOR. The result type of the fusion
function FUdl and the generic fusion operator • for the decision level is a boolean
value.

As it can be seen, the complexity and the output of a fusion differs by its level
of application. This paper presents a methodology how to additionally increase
the performance independent from the fusion level by a semantic fusion, which
will be introduced in the following sections 3 and 4.

3 Reference Model

This reference model is a so-called ”Verifier-Tuple” to classify information in
order to cluster specific information features. ”Verifier-Tuple” is derived from a
general concept of the explanation of programming languages as it is presented in
[11]. It describes a combination of syntax and semantics, as introduced in [12] and
further applied in [13]. According to [14], we now additionally differentiate three
interdependent levels of syntax as an extension of our basic ”Verifier-Tuple”.
Instead of only four levels of information we now distinguish between six levels
of information, as it can be seen from equation 7.

V = {SYP , SYL, SYC , SEE , SEF , SEA} (7)

These six levels, which are divided in two main domains - syntax and seman-
tics, are the following:

Syntactic domain SY:

1. Syntax (SYP ) - physical level (location and characteristics of storage)
2. Syntax (SYL) - logical level (bit-streams, formates)
3. Syntax (SYC) - conceptual level (information)



Semantic domain SE:

1. Semantics (SES) - structural level
2. Semantics (SEF ) - functional level
3. Semantics (SEA) - analytical level

As a result of this ”Verifier-Tuple”, a more precise information analysis can
be outlined. By this methodology information features can be extracted and
structurally analyzed in order to detect signal errors. This classification of infor-
mation is required to be able to efficiently analyze information and to capture
the whole context. The specific classification of features for different modalities
such as voice, handwriting and video-based face is presented in [15].

According to equation 7, the extraction of syntactic and semantic features of
an arbitrary modality mi can be formally represented in vectors as follows:

−−→
sfvmi

= {
−−→
sfvSYP

,
−−→
sfvSYL

,
−−→
sfvSYC

,
−−→
sfvSES

,
−−→
sfvSEF

,
−−→
sfvSEA

} (8)

i = 1, ..., k, k ∈ N

−−→
sfvmi

= {

 psy1

. . .
psya

 ,

 lsy1

. . .
lsyb
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 csy1
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 ,

 sse1
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 ,
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fsee

 ,
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} (9)

a, b, c, d, e, f ∈ N
where

−−→
sfvSYP

represents the vector of features on the physical syntactic level
and {psy1, ..., psya} is the set of specific features,

−−→
sfvSYL

represents the vector of
features on the logical syntactic level and {lsy1, ..., lsyb} is the set of specific fea-
tures,

−−→
sfvSYC

represents the vector of features on the conceptual syntactic level
and {csy1, ..., csyc} is the set of specific features,

−−→
sfvSES

represents the vector of
features on the structural semantic level and {sse1, ..., ssed} is the set of specific
features,

−−→
sfvSEF

represents the vector of features on the functional semantic
level and {fse1, ..., fsee} is the set of specific features and

−−→
sfvSEA

represents
the vector of features on the analytical semantic level and {ase1, ..., asef} is the
set of specific features. Vectors can have varying dimensions, which is indicated
through a,b,c,d,e, and f. For analyzing information not necessarily all informa-
tion levels need to be integrated or can be considered in the fusion levels. In this
case the corresponding vector will be set to 0.

Considering equation 1 in the introduction, the basic definition of m can now
be replaced by the modality specific feature vector

−−→
sfvmi

. It not only includes the
basic definition but also goes beyond and provides a more detailed representation
of a modality.

4 Semantic Fusion Approach

Certain biometric features can be better captured in one modality than in an-
other one. For example emotions, conditions, cultural and ethnical background



of individuals can be better traced in a video stream of the face than in an audio
stream of the voice. Thus, semantic aspects especially of higher levels (func-
tional and analytical level) as additional components of a fusion approach are
promising to integrate, since two different modalities are hardly comparable on
syntactical levels or the structural semantic level. Especially when synchronizing
varying modalities online, the integration of additional knowledge can improve
the performance of an authentication technique. Depending on the fusion level,
varying levels of information can be considered to be integrated into the fusion
process in order to increase the performance.

As shown in equation 10, we introduce the semantic fusion function
−−−→
SFU

with the fusion operator
⊙

as a consolidation of specific feature vectors of each
modality in addition to the basic biometric fusion. Hence, the biometric fusion
can be controlled as presented in Fig. 2.

−−−→
SFU =

−−→
sfvm1

⊙
. . .

⊙−−→
sfvmk

(10)

Semantic fusion operator
⊙

can be represented for example by consolidation
of specific feature vectors introduced in section 3. An exemplary outcome can
be found in [15].

Our introduced Verifier-Tuple functions as an additional analysis to control
the fusion process. Each captured modality data itself will be syntactically and
structural semantically analyzed. In addition to the basic definition of m in the
introduction, especially features on the functional and analytical semantic level
can now be structurally extracted and additionally be compared in order to
evaluate and improve the accuracy of a fusion strategy and to verify occurring
signal errors on the syntactical levels. Thus, an efficient fusion of two different
biometric modalities, either synchronous or asynchronous, may be achieved.

By applying our methodology, an error analysis can be performed. The sig-
nal can be corrected and background noises can be eliminated in the syntactic
domains of each biometric modality. In other words, the best biometric modal-
ity can be identified. The fusion can be potentially improved by applying our
model. Further, the accuracy of the synchronization of the two signals can be
systematically tested. Thus, attacks can be more reliably detected. For example,
the visual analysis of the mouth movement considering the corresponding voice
can discover an attack which would not have been identified as an attack only
by analyzing the voice stream. To summarize the application of methodology,
it can be said that strategies for fusions can be systemized by our theoretical
approach.

5 Summary and Outlook

In this paper, a theoretical concept of a new information classification model
is presented in order to improve fusion strategies for multimodal biometric user
authentication systems. This model as a so-called ”Verifier-Tuple” impacts the
fusion process in a controlling function. It provides a methodology to efficiently



analyze information, differentiated in a syntactic and semantic domain. Six dif-
ferent classification levels are available to extract certain syntactic and semantic
information. Features on the semantic levels are extracted and compared in or-
der to verify occurring signal errors on the syntactical levels and consequently
to evaluate the accuracy of a fusion strategy and.

By doing so, our ”Verifier-Tuple” controls the outcome of a fusion. Hence,
irregularities can be detected. Especially the integration of semantics into the
fusion process is the challenge of our model. The presented methodology can be
applied independently of the level a fusion which is established in a multimodal
biometric user authentication system.

The focus of future work has to be the transfer the theory into practice, in
particular to to evaluate methods, which detect and analyze semantic features.
This is not only a challenge in itself for a single modality, e.g. speech recognition,
emotion detection, biometric voice identification. Questions such as: ”What are
good features to detect semantic irregularities?” or: ”Which extracted semantic
information is additionally and most suitably influencing the fusion in order to
get the most accurate result?” need to be answered. But it is also a challenge
considering the synchronization of varying biometric modalities. The goal of
this paper was to provide the theoretical basis for successive practical tests and
evaluations.
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